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Abstract: Deep learning is the subset of artificial intelligence and it is used for
effective decision making. Wireless Sensor based automated irrigation system is
proposed to monitor and cultivate crop. Our system consists of Distributed wire-
less sensor environment to handle the moisture of the soil and temperature levels.
It is automated process and useful for minimizing the usage of resources such as
water level, quality of the soil, fertilizer values and controlling the whole system.
The mobile app based smart control system is designed using deep belief network.
This system has multiple sensors placed in agricultural field and collect the data.
The collected transmitted to cloud server and deep learning process is applied for
making decisions. DeepQ residue analysis method is proposed for analyzing auto-
mated and sensor captured data. Here, we used 512 × 512 × 3 layers deep belief
network and 10000 trained data and 2500 test data are taken for evaluations. It is
automated process once data is collected deep belief network is generated. The
performance is compared with existing results and our process method has
94% of accuracy factor. Also, our system has low cost and energy consumption
also suitable for all kind of agricultural fields.

Keywords: Wireless sensor network; deepq residue; automation; deep belief
network; tensorflow

1 Introduction

India has more than 80% depends agriculture lands and fields. The resources such as water, soil and
fertilizer are the major key factors for improving irrigation and cultivation. The population growth is
increased day by day and usage of agricultural more on demand. The science and technology is more
helpful to this automated process with support of current IT and ITeS [1]. Currently many methods and
systems are available to monitor the agricultural and cultivation lands. The advance system is also
required to monitor soil, plants, temperature, humidity and also surveillance. Major key factors are
monitoring and controlling the process and low cost services is required [2].

Automated monitoring system has low cost sensor and estimation of plant at different levels. Here plant
leaf, plant levels, water level, moisture level and crop condition are taken. This is computer assisted service
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and enables store and decision making application [3]. Wireless Sensor network is internet based monitoring
system which has weather, power, level and energy consumption which has microcontroller based
communication devices. Nowadays plenty of applications are available for controlling household,
industry and automation applications.

Prediction factor is key player for all kind of process in our case agriculture and crop filed reduce the
overhead time and increase accuracy. The sensor is placed in crop or cultivation field and data can be
transmitted using Zigbee protocol [4]. This is internet based service offering and retrieval process
monitoring systems. The system reacts abnormal conditions and critical issues. The surveillance system is
well placed and wireless camera is activated while any attack or dematerialized zones. Sensor networks
are used for security related services and most of them used for industry environments [5]. Data
acquisition is certainty factor because data can be captured and processed means it has time consuming.
All the sensitive information is to be collected so the deep learning process is required. In this paper,
Section 2 explains about various literature reviews, Section 3 gives automation process and formulation,
Section 4 deals experimental results and simulations, Section 5 gives conclusion and improvements.

2 Related Works

In environment aware applications sensor has placed in monitored place and measure the parameters.
Wong et al., soil and temperature are the major resource and wireless senor network is needed in
appropriate places. This case commercial networks implement with low power but efficiency also reached
lower only. Such cases wireless sensor networks and embedded processors are suggested [6,7]. Chizao
et al. the modern computing systems are designed with low power consumption and wireless services are
required to handles data. Normally radio frequency modems are available with good accuracy rate but it
consumes more power.

Jannesari et al., the two IEEE standards Wi-Fi and Wireless Personal Network are established wide area
network with less coverage constraints [8]. The Bluetooth based communication medium also available to
handles the data processing. As per suggestion received from Wang et al., the coverage area also required
to data and it is cover major places [9]. So Zigbee based services are enabling more coverage area and
controlling the environment. Data capturing is another factor because we need measure temperature and
soil values. So, the system must be designed capable all the parameters.

The sensors like soil moisture, humidity, temperature, light effect and water level are connected with
controller. It senses the data and transmitted to server [10,11]. Zigbee based services has Wireless Sensor
network coverage and it is represented by Zunga et al. As the survey from Scopus in the year 2020, the
industries are moving to implement automation process in agricultural lands to monitor the process
[12,13]. The specialized IoT enabled services are formulated and making uninterrupted communication.
The data can be captured from multiple sources and sensor detects all the inputs.

The collected data are recorded in excel sheet andMATLAB tool is used for data analytics process which
has be done by Alexa net model in 2018 [14]. Nowadays unstructured data are received and different inbuild
sensors are available. Embedded components are replaced by IoT services. So, we need to do intelligent
based services for handling data operations [15]. So, we proposed Deep belief network based operation
and services for automated irrigation process and monitoring system.
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3 Automated System Design and Process

Human life depends only agriculture and sufficient amount man power and resource are required to
provide good products. Many a time human dependence always questionable so some of the works are
automated and controlled by agent or services means we will reduce the man power as well as increase
the efficiency. This is automated irrigation system with the combination of man power and machine based
operations. It is required and allows to handle plenty of applications.

Our country depends agriculture is the major income and also financial growth rapidly increased. So the
technology based assisting system also support and helpful for the country. Here we are implementing
automation irrigation system to monitor and control the agriculture process. The below Fig. 1 shows that
system architecture wireless sensor network components. Our system has wireless sensor unit, wireless
information unit and data management unit.

This is automated process and it has wireless sensor unit part to take input from sensor data like soil
moisture, temperature, light data and water level. The ZigBee protocol is used to transfer the data. Based
on input it is stored in cloud server and generate Deep belief network. Internet is used for data
transmission and Wi-Fi is used for uninterrupted internet services. The data analytics process is done and
result is accessed by smart technologies such as smartphone, smart devices, etc.

The data are stored in cloud server and TensorFlow tool is used for simulations. Here the dataset are
divided into pieces of code from 10000 trained data and 2500 with respect to 512 × 512 × 3 layer
system. The input is represented as (F(TR,TD)) where TR–Trained dataset and TD–Test Dataset. The
final output is deep belief network with decision and accuracy index represented in Fig. 2.

Figure 1: Wireless personal network components
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4 Experimental Setup and Simulations

Let as take F is the functional index received dataset from server and collected from sensor devices F V
{TR,TD}. Fig. 3, from this X set of input is represented as F(x) as {xo, x1,….,xn–1} and accuracy index is
calculated as follows,

So the Decision factor is calculated by using trained data

F D;Að Þ ¼ F xð Þ � ðlogiX ið Þ � log xmaxÞ
The model is fully connected mode and mutation process calculating hidden layer calculation. The

mutual data processing is represented as M, regularizing factor is represented as λ and decision making
factor is D, from this

F D;Gð Þ ¼ F M;Að Þ � �iðF m; gð Þ
where

0 i ¼ n

Figure 3: Decision and accuracy factor calculation

Figure 2: Deep belief network formation
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Fhidden ið Þ ¼ 1 i < n

Xn�1

i¼0

X ið Þ � Xi minD;Að Þ i <¼ F ið Þ <¼ n

Based on above representation automation process is followed by flowchart and algorithm is also
represented in below

From Tab. 1, input data are selected and apply the deep learning process using TensorFlow. Multiple
iterations are performed based on this accuracy and decision factor are recorded in Fig. 4.

Algorithm 1: Deep Belief Network Automation Process

DeepQ Residue Analysis of Input vectors

Step 1: Create repository and store the sensed data

Step 2: Check the status of each values and generate trained and test dataset

Step 3: Cluster dataset based on regions and repository information

Step 4: Assign the dataset to data analytics process and initialize the value 0

Step 5: Calculate accuracy and apply for rounding process which is >= 1

Step 6: Initiate the deep belief network process based on input parameters and train, test data are taken

DeepQ Process

Step 7: Find the each node values and remove redundant data

Step 8: If check the data format and select the dataset for optimization values and each stored values are taken
for data analytcis

Step 9: Separate the data content based on connected components and select the region wise layers

Step 10: Each layer measures the hidden nodes, convolutional node and process nodes

Automation Process

Step 11: Deep belief wireless network created and each node identified based on coverage constraints inputs
and parameters

Step 12: Select each node values and allocate each deep convolution process in each layer

Step 13: Calculate accuracy factor and decision making values

Accuracy_Factor −> Coverage(F) | min (
P

Each Node) – Time_Taken_for_Completion

Decision_Parameter −> Calculation_Point(Accuracy_Factor) |

min(
P

EachNodePointþ P
Execusion Time) – Data_Rate

Indexing_Factor −> Dataset(N) | min ((
P

Execusion Time) – Report_Time(Processing the data)

Step 14: From the above process accuracy and decision parameter are calculated and repeat the process in
each layer unit N < 0

Deep Belief Wireless Sensor Network Residue process

Step 13: Based on accuracy factor and decision parameter each node is recorded and cluster the group based
on F and D values

Step 14: Based on F and D Automation process initiate and do the operations as the user wish

Step 15: Automation process once completed system will comes to normal stage
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The below graphs are taken from TensorFlow about the results of accuracy index, coverage constraints
and sensor optimization from various cluster node based on Figs. 5 and 6.

Table 1: Input data selection

Data model Deep belief wireless sensor network

Tool and convolution 512 × 512 and TensorFlow

Layers 3 layers and 6 region processing system

Dropout point 1.5 connected layer

Hidden nodes 6 point scale model

GPU 3.75 Ghz DeepQ

Dimensionality 50 × 25 × 10

Dataset 10000 trained data and 2500 test data

Figure 4: Flowchart for deep belief network model and processing
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Figure 5: (Continued)
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The simulations are done by using TensorFlow and experiments are carried out. The Deep belief
Wireless network is generated and graphs are shown various results. The graphs are shown above Fig. 7
the routing is results for calculating coverage area accuracy factors. While increasing number of nodes
based on iteration coverage results are updated shown in Tab. 2. The data delivery factor, delay and
energy consumption also recorded. The results are compared with various tools and our proposed system
has 94% of accuracy. The below Tab. 3 shows that comparison of existing methods accuracy factor.

The above table’s shows that comparison of existing method from this our proposed Deep Belief
Wireless Sensor Network provides better accuracy result.

Figure 5: (a–c) Coverage area and data transmission of wireless sensor network and deep belief network
formation
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Figure 6: (a–d) Data collection, installation, processing and testing simulations
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Figure 7: (Continued)
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Figure 7: (a–d) Simulation results and graph based on cluster and coverage area
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5 Conclusion

Farming and agriculture is major key player for our Indian economy. Science and Technology
development leads major role to increase the economical growth. We implemented automated irrigation
process and monitoring system. We proposed DEEPQ based residue analysis system to detect cultivation
land and measure the contents. It is IoT enabled monitored system and data stored cloud. Data analytics
process is applied for decision making capabilities. The automated system is used to monitor the land and
cultivate the process. The performance is recorded and compared with existing system. Our proposed
system has the accuracy as 94% and in future deep belief wireless sensor network method will be
suggested from building smart cities and smart environments.
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